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Abstract: In liberalized markets, consumers can choose their electricity suppliers or be part of an
energy community. The problem with communities is that they may not have enough weight to trade
in markets, which can be overcome by forming coalitions. Electricity is traded in spot markets or
through bilateral contracts involving consumers and suppliers. This paper is devoted to bilateral
contracting, modeled as a negotiation process involving an iterative exchange of offers and counter-
offers. It focuses on coalitions of energy communities. Specifically, it presents team and single-agent
negotiation models, where each consumer has strategies, tactics, and decision models. Coalition
agents are equipped with intra-team strategies and decision protocols. It also describes a study of
bilateral contracts involving a seller agent and a coalition of energy communities. By allying into
a coalition, members of energy communities reduced their average costs for electricity by between
2% (large consumers) and 64% (small consumers) according to their consumption. Their levelized
cost reduction was 19%. The results demonstrate the power of coalitions when negotiating bilateral
contracts and the benefit of a low-consumption members alliance with larger players.

Keywords: bilateral contracts; citizen energy communities; electricity markets; single-agent negotiation
model; team decision protocols and strategies

1. Introduction

The liberalization of the electric sector divided the traditional, vertical, monopolistic
approach of having companies that produce, transport, distribute, and sell electricity into
competition in wholesale and retail markets. It has separated the functions of generation
and retail from the natural monopoly functions of transmission and distribution. This
process has ensured the establishment of competitive wholesale and retail markets where
producers offer their energy to demand-side players and retailers propose tariffs to end-use
consumers [1–3]. Between wholesale and retail markets, centralized, derivatives, and
bilateral markets coexist where large supply and demand players can trade electricity.

Centralized markets consist of marginal, auction-based day-ahead, intraday, and
real-time markets, such as continuous pay-as-bid intraday markets [4]. Standard bilateral
agreements are traded on derivatives markets, using the exchanges as intermediaries [5–7].
Private bilateral contracts are traded between the parties, which have the advantage of
negotiating their terms and conditions. Derivatives and bilateral markets are used as risk
hedging against spot price volatility and the market power of big players [6–8]. Further-
more, physical agreements on these markets are validated by the system operator. Players
with settled agreements must comply with their programmed dispatches during real-time
operation as balance responsible parties. In cases of deviations between supply and de-
mand according to programmed dispatches, system operators activate balancing reserves
traded in balancing markets to guarantee the power-system frequency stability [9]. Players
that deviate from their programmed schedules may have to pay penalties according to the
costs of balancing reserves [9–12].
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Retailers participate in wholesale markets to feed their portfolios of consumers [13].
They rely on demand forecasts to trade on these markets, paying significant penalties
when deviating from programmed dispatches [14]. Thus, retailers charge a high risk-
premium when proposing tariffs to end-use consumers, making electricity retail prices
substantially higher than wholesale prices [15]. The replacement of traditional, large-scale
thermal generation with decentralized, renewable generation has increased the importance
of managing distributed resources and reduced the use of the transmission grid [16–18].

The role of local citizen energy communities (CECs) has been incorporated into legis-
lation in the European Union [19,20]. European regulations and guidelines are essential to
enhance the active participation of new market players in markets and incentivize local
governments to adopt them [21]. Some governments have incentivized the formation and
active participation of CECs in markets by giving them discounts on grid access costs [17].
However, while communities may invest in self-consumption and other distributed re-
sources, they may not have the dimensions or experience to participate in wholesale
markets [4,22]. Furthermore, these communities may be composed of diverse local players
for whom energy is not their business. Thus, they may not have the time or knowledge
to negotiate around it. Different communities can trade energy on a local level but may
need to ally or have a supplier as an intermediate to participate in wholesale markets [23].
Against this background, the presented work demonstrates an automated negotiation
model including coalitions of energy communities and suppliers. It automatically trades
local energy and negotiates the energy needs of communities. Therefore, the model can
be used to negotiate the energy price between a coalition’s mediator and its members and
between the mediator and opponents. Relevant work exists on power system alliances,
considering their formation [24,25], team strategies [26,27], decisions [28], and negotiation
models [29–32]. However, almost all agent-based systems are simulators and decision-
support systems that do not provide models for automated negotiation (see [6,27,28,33–35]
and the next section for a review of negotiation models and systems).

Considering the increasing complexity of power systems and their development
toward more decentralized systems with smaller players, this paper describes ongoing
work using the potential of agent-based technology to develop a simulator for automated
bilateral contracting and resource management in citizen energy communities and other
alliances (see [28] for a review of power system alliances). Software agents were developed
in the JADE multi-agent platform, which was chosen for two main reasons [36]:

• It is an agent-oriented platform offering a framework for the development of multi-
agent systems that can support different agent models;

• It is built on top of and fully integrated with the Java programming language, including
all components of Java and offering specific extensions to implement agents’ behaviors.

Agents inherit from the “Agent” class and communicate by sending and receiving
messages considering different interaction protocols. Consumer, prosumer, and supplier
agents are equipped with decision-making strategies. Coalitions are equipped with team
strategies and decision algorithms to ease the management of the complexity of power
systems. Specifically, the purpose of this paper is threefold:

1. To adopt and extend a model for bilateral trading of electricity between coalitions of
consumers and sellers of electricity and, specifically, to develop interaction protocols
and decision strategies for both coalitions and their members;

2. To equip software agents with the negotiation model and strategies;
3. To describe a study on forward bilateral contracts involving a seller agent and a

coalition of citizen energy communities to verify the benefits of forming a coalition.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a literature
review regarding negotiation and alliance models. Section 3 presents the automated
bilateral negotiation model for individual agents. Section 4 presents the negotiation model
for alliances of agents and performance parameters. Section 5 presents a study testing the
negotiation models. Section 6 summarizes the main conclusions of the work.
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2. Literature Review

The liberalization and decarbonization of the energy sector led to the establishment of
new, decentralized, small market players. These players may not have the expertise and
weight to participate in wholesale markets. To avoid the use of intermediaries, they may
form alliances. Alliances of citizen energy communities are mainly composed of consumers
and prosumers for whom energy is not their business. Against this background, modeling
these players as software agents and equipping them with the required automated negoti-
ation and learning models can be relevant for their efficient participation in competitive
markets. Modeling energy market players and alliances as software agents has been the
focus of the literature.

Marsa-Maestre et al. [34] presented a book with the main concepts of agent-based
negotiation. They focused on single and intra-team negotiation models and strategies,
considering the negotiation protocols and time constraints.

Klusch and Gerber [24] presented the concept of dynamic coalition formation, where
agents dynamically ally and respond to events with the aim of achieving a common goal.

Pinto et al. [25] presented a model considering the formation and management of
agent-based coalitions of producers in the electricity sector. They developed learning and
predictive models enabling the adaptation of virtual power producers to diverse events.

Baarslag et al. [33] presented a survey about opponent models while negotiating bilat-
eral contracts with the goal of enabling agents to learn from past negotiations. Furthermore,
they indicated guidelines to select the best performance measures according to opponents’
negotiation models.

Sanchez-Anguix et al. [29] presented a negotiation model for alliances using a trusted
mediator to achieve unanimous decisions. They tested the model in bilateral negotiations
with opponents, concluding that, by reaching unanimous decisions, members increase
their utilities. In [26], the authors studied the output of different intra-team strategies in
the negotiation outcomes, concluding that the increasing number of members negatively
affected their utilities. In [30], the authors tested a negotiation model to simulate efficient
deals with low computational costs. They concluded that their model could improve similar
heuristics and had similar results in cases of partial or perfect information, respectively.
In [31], the authors presented and tested a model using bottom-up approaches for team
negotiation to achieve Pareto-optimal deals.

Mansour et al. [35] presented a hybrid negotiation strategy for agents to define their
offers and counter-offers. The model consists of preference-based and fuzzy-similarity
methods used for quantitative and qualitative issues, respectively. The authors concluded
that the hybrid strategy improved the negotiation output of agents when compared to
other strategies.

Considering the previous work on the scope of communities, ref. [17] presented the
regulatory framework of CECs, indicating their role in power systems and their poten-
tial members, benefits, and functions. Ref. [28] presented a review and model for the
agent-based formation and management of power system alliances and their resources.
Ref. [27] presented an agent-based model for CECs equipped with coalition formation and
management models, decision protocols, and intra-team strategies. Ref. [23] presented
the strategic bidding process for CECs, considering their active participation in wholesale
markets without the need for intermediaries.

The literature review identified the economic benefits for consumers from being part
of CECs. Concerning traditional consumers, CECs have more power while negotiating
bilateral agreements with suppliers. Furthermore, alliances of CECs or their participation
in local markets may provide the required weight for their active participation in wholesale
markets without intermediaries. This work presents the interaction and decision protocols
in an automated negotiation between alliances and opponents. It can be used as a decision-
support model in energy alliances or automated negotiation, enabling small market players
to form and manage teams and their decisions.
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3. Automated Bilateral Negotiation Model

Autonomous agents have generated much excitement in recent years because of their
promise as a new paradigm for designing and implementing complex software systems.
Agent technology has been used to solve real-world problems related to industrial and
commercial applications (e.g., [37]). The motivations for the increasing interest in agent
research include the ability to solve problems that have multiple problem-solving entities
and methods. Conceptually, a multi-agent approach in which autonomous agents are
capable of flexible action to meet their design objectives is an ideal fit for the naturally
distributed domain of a deregulated energy market.

The research community has paid significant attention to autonomous agents lately,
and some prominent architectures have been proposed in the literature; notably, delibera-
tive, reactive, and hybrid (combining the previous two) architectures [38]. The deliberative
approach, employing a belief–desire–intention architecture for agents, is probably the most
widely used in multi-agent systems and was adopted in this work. Beliefs use agents’
information about their environment to define their limits. Desires consider the goal-based
behavior of agents in achieving their design goals. Intentions use plan templates of agents
when negotiating their issues. With the increasing number of small, active, decentral-
ized players in energy markets, automated negotiation may support the efficient market
participation of these agents.

Negotiation is an important and pervasive form of social interaction. Traditional
negotiation is conducted face-to-face and via mail or telephone, and it is often difficult
to manage, prone to misunderstanding, and time-consuming. Automated negotiation
promises a higher level of process efficiency, faster emergence, and higher-quality agree-
ments [39].

Figure 1 presents the automated negotiation model. Time matters in negotiation; i.e.,
negotiation, similarly to other forms of social interaction, often proceeds through several
distinct phases or stages—notably, initiation (pre-negotiation), problem solving (actual
negotiation), and resolution (post-negotiation) [40].

Figure 1. A model for bilateral negotiation.

3.1. Pre-Negotiation

The initiation phase, also known as pre-negotiation, consists of the preparation and
planning for negotiation and mainly involves the creation of a well-conceived plan speci-
fying the activities that negotiators should attend to before actually starting to negotiate.
In this phase, agents may define their: (i) agenda I (i.e., the k issues under negotiation);
(ii) initial and limit values for each issue; (iii) negotiation strategies, tactics, and plan tem-
plates; and (iv) proposals’ score (e.g., using utility functions). It is often considered the key
to successful negotiation [41].

Negotiation tactics are functions that model concessions throughout the negotiation ac-
cording to the selected negotiation strategy. Agents can use different negotiation strategies
according to their preferences (see [42] for a review of negotiation strategies). In the energy-
dependent concession making (EDCM) strategy, when negotiating time-of-use tariffs, they
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concede strategically in the periods they trade lower quantities of energy while conceding
less in the other periods. In the low-priority concession making (LPCM) strategies, agents
concede strategically on low-priority issues throughout the negotiation according to the
weight, uk given to each k issue. In the starting reasonably and conceding moderately
(SRCM), reasonably (SRCR), and slowly (SRCS) strategies, agents adopt a careful initial of-
fer and make moderate, reasonable, and small concessions during negotiation, respectively.
The quantity-dependent concession making (QDCM) strategy allows sellers to change their
concession behavior according to the quantity of traded energy. It was developed based
on a scale economy when sellers reduce aspirations for increasing quantities of traded
energy [32].

Consider that a negotiating agent an∈A wants to negotiate a k issue xk∈ I with limit
limk. According to the chosen concession tactic, Yn, the concession factor, fk∈ [0, 1], of an for
xk is computed as follows:

Yn(xk, fk) = xk − fk(xk−limk) (1)

The limit defined by each agent for each k issue consists of the least-acceptable value
for achieving an agreement.

Negotiation strategies may consider conceding, stalemating, or accommodating strate-
gies. These strategies are computationally tractable functions that model typical patterns
of concessions, presuming that agents can compute concession strategies in a reason-
able amount of time. For a given period, they specify the concession tactics to prepare
counter-offers.

3.2. Actual Negotiation

The problem-solving phase, also known as actual negotiation, is when opponent
parties try to achieve an agreement involving an iterative exchange of proposals and
counter-proposals. Agents submit offers according to their agenda by using a set of
strategies and tactics. In “good faith” negotiation, agents submit offers, which are accepted
or returned with counter-offers. There is an unstated assumption that the parties will
show their commitment to finding a solution by making concessions and not simply reject
the offers of the others out of hand. To do so is often seen as “bad faith” bargaining [43].
Hopefully, through the give and take of negotiation, a point can be reached on which the
parties will agree.

The literature identifies compromise, integrative, and Pareto-optimal agreements
as the most used types of agreements [44]. In a compromise agreement, the parties set
the middle ground of their initial offers. An integrative agreement considers a deal that
reconciles the parties’ interests, providing a higher joint benefit or utility. A Pareto-optimal
agreement is a solution that maximizes the social welfare considering both parties’ agendas
defined in the pre-negotiation phase [45].

Negotiation may end with either agreement or no agreement. Failure to agree can
occur in two ways: (i) either party decides to opt out unilaterally, or (ii) the two do not
agree to any proposal. The resistance points or limits play a key role in reaching an
agreement when the parties can unilaterally opt out of the negotiation—they define the
worst agreement for a given party that is still better than opting out.

Each party scores proposals according to the following utility function [45]:

Un(x1, . . . , xk) =
n

∑
k=1

ukVk(xk) (2)

where:

(i) uk is the weight given by an for an issue xk∈ I ;
(ii) Vk(xk) is the (marginal) utility function of an for xk; i.e., the function that gives the

score an assigns to a value of an issue xk.
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For each agent an∈A, we denote this agreement by ŝn∈S . Hence, ŝn is the least-
acceptable agreement for an; i.e., the worst (but still acceptable) agreement for an. The set
of all agreements that are preferred by an to opting out is denoted by Sn, S being the set of
decisions.

In this work, the behavior of each agent during negotiation is defined by the following
plan template PT :I → S ∪ {Accept, Compromise, Quit}. For an, this is a function with the
following general form:

PT :



1. apply Yn and prepare pt
n→j

2. if4Un≥0 Accept pt−1
j→n else reject, if aj’s turn and Un(pt−1

j→n)≥Un(ŝn)

3. reject pt−1
j→n and Quit, if aj’s turn and Un(pt−1

j→n)<Un(ŝn)

4. offer Compromise pt
n→j, if an’s turn (time period t)

(3)

where:

(i) for each issue xk∈ I , Yn is a concession tactic (see Equation (1));
(ii) pt

n→j is the offer of an for period t of negotiation;

(iii) 4Un = Un(pt−1
j→n)−Un(pt

n→j);

(iv) Un(ŝn) is the utility of the least-acceptable agreement for an; i.e., the worst (but still
acceptable) agreement for an.

The plan template for agents has four steps and three possible decisions, S . In the first
step, agents prepare an offer using their negotiation strategies. Next, if the received propos-
als are better than their own or limit offers, they accept or reject the proposal, respectively.
When agents reject proposals, they may opt out of the negotiation (quit) or send counter-
proposals (compromise) in the last two steps. They opt out of the negotiation (quit) when
the received proposals have worse utility than their least-acceptable agreements, Un(ŝn).

3.3. Post-Negotiation

The resolution phase, also known as the post-negotiation process, is when opponent
parties build commitment to implement the accepted agreement. It provides the basis of
trust on which negotiators perform their part of the agreement. The degree of commitment
to agreements may consider the incurring costs if negotiators fail to comply with their
terms. These costs should be higher when keeping agreements to make parties regard the
commitment as binding.

Agreements may finish according to their temporal clause [46]. Parties should discuss
that clause, such as its terminal date. However, none can be binding forever. Hence, when
negotiating long-term agreements, opponents should carefully analyze the incurred costs
for not complying because of new alternatives and information, illegitimacy, unfairness,
and surprises, which may incentivize them to rescind their contracts.

4. A Negotiation Model for Coalition Agents

Agents start forming a coalition when they have a common goal. Coalitions use
team strategies to achieve mutually acceptable agreements. Members can leave and join
coalitions until they sign the contract. The main issue when starting a promising coalition is
that all members must have a common goal and similar objectives; then, depending on the
coalition type, if none of the members or their companies have any legal relation (belong to
the same owner), the formation phase can be started by a founder or a group of founders.

Figure 2 illustrates a summary of the different types of coalition formation. The first
coalition (C1) represents the aggregation-type coalition; e.g., where the owner of a company
(agent m1) with three different buildings aggregates the consumption of the two other
buildings (c1 and c2) with the main building (m1). The second coalition (C2) represents the
formation of a coalition of three members (m2, m3 and m4) of a specific sector where all
members can negotiate. The third coalition (C3) is a more complex type of coalition that
results from the coalition of the two aforementioned coalitions (C1 and C2) with another
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independent negotiation agent (m5). The fourth coalition (C4) is composed of three other
coalitions as members.

Figure 2. Different types of coalition formation

Increasing the complexity of the coalition also increases the ambiguity among the
members, which gives extra importance to the interaction between them in the next phase
of the model.

4.1. Interaction

The coalition selects a trusted mediator to communicate with opponents, transmitting
their proposals and decisions to members (multi-party decision making) using a contract-
net protocol [47]. The mediator negotiates with opponents on behalf of the coalition
using an alternating-offers bilateral protocol [48]. This interaction protocol restricts the
communication to the protocol initiation and the negotiation and decision of proposals.
There is no interaction between members apart from this, so they cannot be influenced by
or influence the others in this model; i.e., there is no persuasion between members during
negotiation. However, other interaction protocols may consider the interaction between all
members. Thus, the Shapley–Shubik index and other methods may consider persuasion in
the decision-making processes of coalitions [49–52]. This involves evaluating the strength
of agents to persuade or influence others to accept their proposals.

Figure 3 presents a interaction protocol that, depending on the type of coalition and
the coalition strategy, can simplify the communication between the members and the
trusted mediator of the coalition (i.e., all members start with the protocol initiation but,
in the negotiation phase, can be restricted to a limited type of communication). Some
members (dependent consumer agents) only receive the information regarding acceptance
or rejection of a proposal, others (independent consumer agents) can vote for the acceptance
of proposals, and the negotiation agents can interact in all processes according to the team
strategy. All members except dependent consumer agents can leave the coalition before
signing a contract with the seller agent.

4.2. Negotiation and Decision

The negotiation and decision processes are interrelated. The mediator receives pro-
posals from opponents and members. Thus, members can be requested to vote for the
best proposal depending on the team’s strategy. According to Equation (5), they receive
proposals and vote to accept (1) a proposal or not (0) by comparing its utility with all the
other utilities; i.e., each member votes for the acceptance of the proposal that maximizes
its utility.

The behavior of members during the negotiation and decision processes is highly
dependent on the coalition strategy and, in addition to their individual model defined in
Section 3, they also have the voting process.

4.2.1. Coalition Strategies

The selection of the coalition strategy is important in the negotiating and decision-
making processes. Coalitions with homogeneous members should select strategies that
invite all members to contribute to both processes. Coalitions with few or any experts
should select one to be the mediator or an external entity, respectively. These experts should
participate in the negotiation and all members should participate in the decision process.
If some members do not have negotiation and decision skills, they should not participate
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in those processes. The selection of the strategy according to the coalition composition
determines the level of satisfaction of its members with the final decision.

The coalition strategies used in this work were selected to cover the range of partic-
ipation in coalition decisions: strategies that involve less participation in decision mak-
ing (representative [27]); strategies that involve majority, unanimous, or board decisions
(similarity-based and board voting [26,29]); and strategies that consider the member’s
weight in the coalition (similarity distinction voting [27]).

Figure 3. Multi-party negotiation protocol involving opponents, coalitions, and their members.

Representative strategies consider that a representative mediator (RM) is selected to
strategically negotiate with opponents, either considering the individual decision making
(RM-IDM) of members or not. Simple voting strategies allow members of the coalition to
submit proposals and vote on the best one considering a similarity (SSV), a majority (MSV),
consensus (CSV), or unanimous (USV) rule, where the proposal with the most votes or at
least 51%, 75%, or 100% of votes is accepted, respectively. In the last three strategies, the
mediator eliminates proposals with fewer votes to achieve an agreement. Similarity-based
unanimity Borda voting (SBV) indicates that members rank all proposals according to their
preference. The best-ranked proposals receive a higher number of votes. The mediator
selects the most voted proposal. The similarity distinction voting (SDV) strategy is similar
to SSV. However, it provides all members with different numbers of votes according to
their dimensions; then, the most voted proposal wins (see [27] for a detailed description of
these strategies).

Considering that all members seek a common goal, a certain degree of cooperation
and truthfulness among members is assumed. A scenario where members lie and play
strategically is possible but unlikely in practical situations since they are cooperative. Team
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members delegate team decision making to a representative mediator aC ∈ C, which, in this
case, is the trusted mediator. This representative directly communicates with the opponent.
The mediator selection can be formalized as follows:

aC = Representative(C) (4)

The mediator is also in charge of applying the negotiation team strategies to decide
which offer pt

an should be sent to the opponent aj and whether opponent offers pt−1
j→C

should be accepted or not, considering the following voting system for each member of the
coalition:

Votean (pt−1 =
{

pt−1
an , pt−1

j→C

}
)=

1, i f max
[
Uan (pt−1)

]
0, otherwise

(5)

Considering that the representative does not know other members’ utility functions, it
uses the team negotiation strategy to make decisions. The negotiation strategy employed
by the mediator is agreed upon before starting the negotiation process. In accordance
with the selected team negotiation strategy, there is an exchange of proposals between the
members of the community until the number of positive (1) or negative (0) votes is enough
for the mediator to accept the proposal or send the most voted proposal, pt

C→j, respectively.
During this process, the proposals with fewer votes are removed until a final decision is
achieved.

Next, the mediator agent, aC, adopts the team negotiation strategy on behalf of all
members. It applies the selected strategy in a plan template of the coalition decision strategy
PTC :T → S ∪ {Accept, Compromise, Quit} with the following general form:

PTC :



1. apply YC , collect pt−1
an , and prepare pt−1

aC

2. send pt−1 = (pt−1
an , pt−1

j→C), and collect Votean (pt−1)

3. if Votept−1
j→C
≥∀nVotean (pt−1

an ), Accept pt−1
j→C

4. else reject, if aj’s turn and UC(pt−1
j→C)≥UC(ŝC)

5. reject pt−1
j→C and Quit, if aj’s turn and UC(pt−1

j→C)<UC(ŝC)

6. offer Compromise pt
C→j, if aC’s turn (time period t)

(6)

where:

(i) For each issue xk∈ I , YC is the mediator’s concession tactic (see Equation (1));
(ii) pt

C→j is the selected offer of aC for period t of negotiation;

(iii) UC(ŝC) is the utility of the least-acceptable agreement for aC; i.e., the worst (but still
acceptable) agreement.

Depending on the selected team strategy, members may prepare a proposal and vote
for the best one, but only the mediator can withdraw from the negotiation if the received
proposal is unacceptable. Thus, while all members may decide on the acceptance of a
proposal using a voting system, only the mediator may quit negotiating. However, if any
member of the coalition considers the final proposal unacceptable, it can leave the coalition,
as presented in the plan template in Equation (3).

The plan template for coalitions’ mediators has six steps and three possible decisions, S .
In the first step, mediators prepare proposals using their negotiation strategies and collect
the offers of all agents. In the next two steps, mediators send all proposals to members,
selecting the most voted proposal according to the intra-team strategies. If opponents have
the most voted proposals, they are accepted. Otherwise, mediators continue to the last three
steps of the plan. Then, mediators may opt out of the negotiation (quit) if the utilities of
opponents’ proposals are worse than their least-acceptable agreements, UC(ŝC). Otherwise,
they reject proposals and offer their most voted proposal to opponents (compromise).
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4.3. Auxiliary Parameters of Coalition Performance Evaluation

The preliminary results indicated that, by forming a citizen energy community, some
members benefit from a tariff reduction, reducing their final costs and increasing their
utility [27].

In this article, other parameters beyond the coalition and individual costs and utilities
can be studied. The negotiation bargaining power, complexity, and knowledge are used to
explain the advantages and disadvantages of belonging to coalitions.

The individual cost of electricity is the total cost that a member will have to pay in the
coalition’s deal:

Πan =
I
∑
k=1

pan ,k · qan ,k (7)

where pan,k is the price that an has to pay for its requested electricity quantity qan,k at period
k.

Coalition total costs are equal to the sum of the individual costs of each member:

ΠC =
I

∑
i=1

I
∑
k=1

pk · qan ,k (8)

where pk is the price that all members of the coalition have to pay for their quantities qan,k
at period k.

The utility of an agent is Uan and the average utility of the coalition is equal to:

ŪC =
∑N

n=1 Uan

i
(9)

Considering that each member can have a different weight in the coalition, wan , the
coalition’s weighted utility is equal to:

UC =
N

∑
n=1

wan ·Uan (10)

wan =
qan

qC
(11)

where, in this article, the weight of the agent an in the coalition is equal to the value obtained
with Equation (11). qan and qC are the total energy quantities required by each agent and
the entire coalition, respectively.

The social welfare of an agent, SWan , is the value that refers to the agent’s benefit from
the boundary prices at which agents are willing to trade and the traded prices, computed
as follows:

SWan =
I
∑
k=1

(−1)b · (pan ,k − liman ,k) · qan ,k (12)

where b = 0 and b = 1 are the constant values used for seller and buyer agents, respectively.
Related to the social welfare is the bargaining power. How strong the bargaining

power of an agent is can determine how much higher its social welfare can potentially
reach.

Definition 1 (bargaining power). Let an ∈ C be a member of the coalition C. The bargaining
power is the capacity of an to influence its opponent to give in to its demands (i.e., make the opponent
propose a better proposal that complies with its needs). The computational bargaining power,
CBPan ∈ [0, 1], is the BP computed considering perfect information, where 0 refers to an agent
without bargaining power and 1 to an agent with full bargaining power. The BP can be computed
considering different approaches; e.g., it is possible to compute it considering opponents’ initial and
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limit positions (i.e., the initial and limit prices). This way of calculating the BP can be considered as
the BP from the point of view of the negotiation using perfect information, CBP, which is computed
as follows:

CBPan =
I
∑
k=1

wan ,k ·
p1

aj ,k
− pk

p1
aj ,k
− limaj ,k

(13)

where p1
aj,k

is the initial price that aj proposes to an, pk is the agreed price, wan ,k is the weight of an,
and limaj ,k is the limit price of aj for the period k.

This approach has some limitations because it can only be used in a simulation (in
real-world negotiations, we do not know opponents’ boundaries), and it is not a good
approach when our opponent does not use a conventional way of negotiation. If it is very
optimistic, it can lead to an initial position that is too high, which can give the wrong idea
that opponents will significantly concede to our demands.

When we send and receive the first proposal, we have the information on the initial
position of both parties in the negotiation. With this information, we can verify how much
each party will concede to the opponent’s demands and calculate the BP of each party. This
approach is also limited by the negotiation style of each agent and by not having access to
the boundary values of the opponent. Thus, it can be considered the BP from the point of
view of each agent. One approach that avoids this limitation consists of the evaluation of
the initial position of the opponent considering our boundary position. The limit position
is a more reasonable value because it can consider past negotiations, the actual or future
market values of the item, current negotiations and tariffs, etc. One more realistic way of
computing the BP in real-world negotiation is as follows:

BPan =
I
∑
k=1

wan ,k ·
p1

aj ,k

p1
aj ,k
− p1

an ,k
·

liman ,k

p1
aj ,k

(14)

This approach is the most convenient in real-world negotiations because it overcomes
some of the limitations of the previous approach. In a simulation, the formulation defined in
Equation (13) seems the most appropriate because it gives a more reliable result concerning
the BP of an in the negotiation. However, if we do not have perfect information, the last
approach should be used.

The negotiation complexity is computed by considering the time spent in the negotia-
tion or the number of exchanged proposals.

Definition 2 (negotiation complexity). LetA={aj, aC} be the opponent and the coalition agent
C, respectively. It can be verified that the agreement is hard to achieve (complex agreement) when
we are near the maximum number of exchanged proposals, maxp, defined for this negotiation or near
the negotiation deadline. Otherwise, it is simple to achieve (easy agreement) if they exchange a low
number of proposals, ip.

The negotiation complexity, NC ∈ {0; 1}, is considered simple for values near 0 and complex
for values near 1. For values equal to 1, there is an impasse or no agreement. Thus, one or both
parties must give in to some demands to achieve an agreement. For a negotiation between agents aj
and aC, the NC is equal to:

NCaj ,aC = max(0, 1−
ipaC ,aj

maxpaC ,aj

) (15)

The computational complexity of the negotiation depends on the complexity of intra-team
strategies.
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Definition 3 (computational complexity of the negotiation). Let C={a1, . . . , an} be the
coalition agent C and n the number of members comprising the coalition agents. The computational
complexity of the negotiation is defined as the number of interactions needed to achieve an agreement
in the coalition. It is used to evaluate algorithms [53,54]. This model uses it to evaluate the
computational complexity of team strategies. For example, let O(1) represent the complexity of
the strategy, which means that it is only necessary for one interaction to achieve an agreement. If
O(n), it means that n interactions are necessary to achieve an agreement, where n is the number of
members in the coalition.

The negotiation knowledge of agents may increase with the extra information they acquire by
being part of alliances.

Definition 4 (negotiation knowledge). Let an∈ C be a member of the coalition C. By entering
into a coalition, the negotiation knowledge of the agent can increase because it can gain access to
other members’ information, such as tariffs, market data, and negotiation strategies. Agents evaluate
their tariffs, negotiation tactics, and strategies more carefully (adaptive learning), re-evaluating
their tariffs by considering new information and possibly upgrading their negotiation level. As t
is the instant of time when the agent enters into the coalition, the agent’s increase in negotiation
knowledge (INK) can be proportional to the utility (score) transferred from the time moment before
it enters into the coalition, t− 1, to the entrance moment, t:

INKan =
∣∣∣Ut

an −Ut−1
an

∣∣∣ (16)

The following section presents a study testing the automated negotiation model for
alliances of energy communities.

5. Study on the Multy-Party Automated Negotiation of Electricity Bilateral Contracts

This study considered that the members of eight English public institutions formed
three citizen energy communities and then joined and formed a coalition. The three
communities already negotiated a new time-of-use tariff with the retailer in an initial
study [27]. It was verified that all members of the first and second communities had positive
and negative benefits, respectively. In the third community, one of the members had a
negative benefit due to the choice of the mediator (see Table 1). The study concluded that it
is critical to choose a good mediator when negotiating bilateral contracts for electricity.

Against this background, this study considered the automated negotiation of a bilateral
contract between a retailer (seller agent) and a coalition of communities to obtain a mutual-
benefit agreement for all parties. It used data from existing buildings in the United Kingdom
(UK) obtained from the ecoDriver website (http://www.ecodriver.co.uk, accessed on 12
May 2023). The eight consumers studied here were:

(i) m1: Department for Transport headquarters building, Great Minster House, London;
(ii) m2: Ministry of Defense Main Building in Whitehall, London;
(iii) m3: The UK Department for International Development, London;
(iv) m4: St George’s College, Weybridge, London;
(v) c1: St George’s Junior School, Weybridge, London;
(vi) m5: Ludgrove Preparatory School, London;
(vii) c2: Thames Ditton Infant School, London;
(viii) c3: Ashley C of E Primary School, London.

Table 1 presents the data for these agents. The actual tariffs in Table 1 correspond to
their real-world tariffs, which led to the previous goals and limits. The “Community tariff”
reflects the negotiated tariff for each agent after joining the community. The community
tariffs and being part of a coalition led agents to define their beliefs and desires about
electricity prices, resulting in the “Initial Price” and “Limit” for members. They reflect an
upgrade in the beliefs of all agents due to joining the coalition C1. All the other parameters
were obtained through calculations (see Section 4.3).

http://www.ecodriver.co.uk
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Table 1. Agents’ data.

CEC1 CEC2 CEC3 Seller
Parameters m1 m2 m3 m4 c1 m5 c2 c3 aj

Actual tariff 70.00 80.00 101.90 96.00 96.00 94.00 80.00 163.50
(GBP/MWh) 40.00 80.00 66.90 60.00 60.00 69.00 80.00 163.50

Community tariff 68.61 68.61 68.61 97.59 97.59 97.73 97.73 97.73
(GBP/MWh) 41.07 41.07 41.07 62.17 62.17 57.24 57.24 57.24

Energy 6.065 1.825 2.251 0.98 0.365 0.138 0.121 0.075
(MWh) 2.621 0.77 1.403 0.629 0.22 0.072 0.017 0.024

Previous goal 65.80 70.00 70.00 88.32 86.40 79.90 80.00 94.00
(GBP/MWh) 37.60 40.00 40.00 55.20 54.00 62.10 69.00 69.00

Initial price 64.49 65.87 67.24 68.61 68.61 68.61 68.61 68.61 105.00
(GBP/MWh) 38.61 39.43 40.25 41.07 41.07 41.07 41.07 41.07 80.00

Previous limit 72.10 84 101.9 100.8 98.88 96.82 92.00 163.50
(GBP/MWh) 41.20 80.00 66.90 63.00 61.80 71.07 72.00 163.50

Limit 70.67 72.04 74.10 98.57 102.47 99.68 101.64 107.50 65.00
(GBP/MWh) 42.30 43.12 44.36 62.79 65.28 58.38 59.53 62.96 40.00

Negotiation strategy EDCM SRCM SRCR LPCM SRCS QDCM

Community benefit (GBP) 2053.45 18,528.44 40,578.98 −1066.94 −386.08 121.17 −641.82 2731.29

Community benefit (%) 1.06% 24.45% 34.39% −2.22% −2.19% 1.85% −15.93% 46.23%

Previous utility 0.40 1.00 1.00 0.20 0.05 0.49 0.19 0.22

Actual utility 0.33 0.56 0.80 0.03 0.14 0.06 0.12 0.25

INK 0.06 0.44 0.20 0.17 0.09 0.43 0.07 0.03

Community tariff BP 0.54 0.60 0.63 0.26 0.26 0.27 0.22 0.27

CBP 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.29 0.28 0.31 0.23 0.28

Community tariff SW (GBP) 5626 50,763 111,175 −2923 −1058 332 −1758 7483 117,274

As can be verified in Table 1, by forming a coalition that included all the studied agents
and considering the interaction between them and the learning process resulting from their
interaction, the agents updated their knowledge bases. Furthermore, they computed the
utility of their contracts (“Actual Utility”), which was reduced due to their increase in
knowledge (INK). Furthermore, their actual tariff bargaining power from their point of
view changed because of their positive INK. As all members had a positive INK, it can be
concluded that, by forming this coalition, all members started by increasing the quality of
their information and updating their knowledge bases with relevant information. Members
of the first community increased their social welfare, while the other members had negative
or low SW values, except for the last agent, which significantly reduced its tariff. The
sum of the SW among all consumers was somewhat higher than the SW of the supplier
but balanced.

This study aimed to verify if joining a coalition with a good mediator could benefit
all members while negotiating new tariffs. The formation process resulted in the alliance
of all agents into a coalition. Considering the automated negotiation model presented in
Section 3 and the alliances’ negotiation model shown in Section 4, the eight team-decision
strategies presented in Section 4.2.1 for negotiation between the coalition and the seller
agents were selected. Members can be active in the negotiation and decision processes
depending on the type of agent and the chosen team strategy. The coalition selected the first
consumer, m1, as the mediator. Tables 2 and 3 present the main results of the automated
negotiation from the point of view of the coalition and its members, respectively.
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Table 2. Results from the point of view of the coalition.

Strategies: RM, RM-IDM, SSV, CSV, SBV
SDV MSV USV

Negotiated tariff 67.40 67.42 67.56 65.24
(GBP/MWh) 42.20 42.58 42.58 41.86

Total cost (GBP) 379,443.49 380,328.13 380,932.13 369,410.28

Benefit (GBP) 27,828.77 26,944.13 26,340.13 37,861.98

Average utility 0.85 0.84 0.83 0.98

Increased utility 0.57 0.55 0.54 0.70

Weighted utility 0.59 0.56 0.55 0.82

Average CBP 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.98

Negotiation complexity 0.35 0.35 0.50 0.70

Computational complexity O(1),O(n),O(n2) O(n2) O(n2) O(n4)

Table 3. Results from the point of view of agents.

Strategies Parameters m1 m2 m3 m4 c1 m5 c2 c3

RM, Cost (GBP) 189,576.33 56,757.14 76,987.26 33,797.47 12,368.03 4503.95 3238.57 2214.75
RM-IDM, Benefit (GBP) 1597.58 488.42 415.49 15,383.78 5625.65 1922.97 1432.85 962.03

SDV Utility 0.38 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.01
CBP 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94

SW (GBP) 10,003 52,101 112,314 39,224 14,355 5600 2167 10,119
Final benefit (%) 1.68 25.10 34.75 29.76 29.76 31.22 19.63 62.51

SSV, Cost (GBP) 189,984.14 56,877.26 77,198.29 33,891.86 12,401.20 4514.95 3241.81 2218.62
MSV Benefit (GBP) 1189.77 368.30 204.46 15,289.38 5592.48 1911.98 1429.61 958.16

Utility 0.34 0.57 0.77 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.01
CBP 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94

SW (GBP) 8886 51,772 111,735 38,966 14,264 5570 2158 10,108
Final benefit (%) 1.68 24.94 34.57 29.56 29.57 31.05 19.55 62.45

CSV, Cost (GBP) 190,294.06 56,970.51 77,313.31 33,941.94 12,419.86 4522.00 3248.00 2222.46
USV Benefit (GBP) 879.85 275.05 89.43 15,239.30 5573.82 1904.93 1423.42 954.33

Utility 0.33 0.55 0.75 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.02 1.00
CBP 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94

SW (GBP) 8036 51,516 111,420 38,828 14,213 5551 2141 10,098
Final benefit (%) 1.52 24.82 34.47 29.46 29.46 30.94 19.40 62.38

SBV Cost (GBP) 184,469.42 55,222.75 75,038.46 32,946.78 12,052.96 4386.22 3141.07 2152.64
Benefit (GBP) 6704.49 2022.81 2364.29 16,234.47 5940.72 2040.71 1530.35 1024.14

Utility 0.65 0.88 1.03 1.05 1.05 1.06 1.08 1.06
CBP 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.98

SW (GBP) 23,994 56,305 117,653 41,555 15,218 5923 2434 10,289
Final benefit (%) 4.53 27.12 36.40 31.52 31.55 33.02 22.05 63.56

Analyzing the results in Table 2 obtained by using the different types of intra-team
strategies studied in Section 4.2.1, it can be concluded that, from the point of view of the
coalition, some strategies have the same results because the number of members is small
(only eight members) and, in general, the members of the coalition increase their benefit,
being SBV the best strategy. Indeed, as the mediator and the most powerful member are
the same agent, the representative, and the SDV strategies have the same results, all the
other strategies except for the SBV give lower benefits to the coalition, mainly because they
increase the power of worse negotiators than m1.

Concerning the BP, it can be concluded that, while the members of the first community
slightly increased it, the members of other communities significantly increased it, which
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resulted in a high increase in the benefit for these members by joining this coalition.
Analyzing the results of each strategy, it is possible to verify that the SBV strategy usually
brings a higher benefit to the coalition and increases its average utility. SBV evaluates
all proposals without neglecting the worst proposals as the other strategies do. Further
conclusions can be obtained by analyzing the individual benefit for each member.

The “Benefit (GBP)” parameter evaluates the members’ benefit from forming this
coalition in terms of being only part of a community. The “Final benefit (%)” parameter
evaluates their relative benefit concerning their initial tariff.

Analyzing Table 3, it can be concluded that agents from the first community have
lower benefits, but the SBV strategy has improved results. The other members significantly
increased their benefits in terms of their actual and community tariffs. This happened
essentially because the members of the first community had more power and because m1
had a better negotiation strategy when compared to all the other members. Concerning the
SW, all members had positive and higher SWs compared to the community tariff. However,
the SW of the seller decreased to values between GBP 45,110 in the CSV and USV strategies
and GBP 13,543 in the SBV strategy. The SW of the coalition was thus substantially higher
than that of the seller.

These results support the previous conclusions by proving that the agents that benefit
more by joining a coalition are small consumers and bad negotiators. Interestingly, the SBV
increased the benefit for the representative mediator, m1 , concerning the representative
strategies when it was the only one proposing tariffs on behalf of the coalition. This
happened because the SBV ranks all proposals. Therefore, considering the numerous
proposals, it is harder to rank the opponent proposal as the best proposal compared to the
other strategies. Thus, SBV retards the negotiation, making the opponent concede more to
achieve an agreement. Table 2 presents the “Negotiation complexity” parameter, which
indicates SBV as the heaviest strategy to achieve an agreement. Table 4 compares the costs
agents have for electricity according to the organization they belong to.

Table 4. Agents’ costs and benefits (regarding single costs) in each type of agent-based organization.

CEC1 CEC2 CEC3
Organization Parameters m1 m2 m3 m4 c1 m5 c2 c3

Single Cost (GBP) 193,227.35 75,774.00 117,981.72 48,114.30 17,607.60 6548.10 4029.60 5908.07

Community Cost (GBP) 191,173.90 57,245.56 77,402.75 49,181.24 17,993.68 6426.93 4671.42 3176.78
Final benefit (%) 1.06 24.45 34.39 −2.22 −2.19 1.85 −15.93 46.23

Coalition of CSV/USV cost (GBP) 190,294.06 56,970.51 77,313.31 33,941.94 12,419.86 4522.00 3248.00 2222.46
communities Final benefit (%) 1.52 24.82 34.47 29.46 29.46 30.94 19.40 62.38

SBV cost 184,469.42 55,222.75 75,038.46 32,946.78 12,052.96 4386.22 3141.07 2152.64
Final benefit (%) 4.53 27.12 36.40 31.52 31.55 33.02 22.05 63.56

Analyzing Table 4, it can be concluded that agents benefit from being part of a coalition,
even considering the worst outputs (CSV and USV strategies). However, forming small
communities with little negotiation expertise can prejudice their members, as verified from
the negative benefits of three of the last five agents from CEC2 and CEC3.

As a general conclusion, for coalitions where the members are different, they must
carefully choose the mediator and the intra-team strategy. They should select their expert
in negotiation (or the best negotiator among the members) or contract an external entity (if
they do not have experienced negotiators) as the mediator. Even so, they should choose
the SBV strategy to guarantee equality among all members. Although more complex, it
is the recommended strategy because, on average, it brings greater utilities and benefits
to members. However, this strategy may involve lengthy negotiations, leading some
opponents to withdraw without agreement.
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6. Conclusions

This article focused on coalition agents and their functions in liberalized electricity
markets. It presented single- and coalition-agent models, considering their formation,
interaction, negotiation, and decision processes. Furthermore, it presented a study to test
several intra-team strategies and prove that the members of well-organized and structured
coalitions have economic benefits.

An initial study simulated the formation of three different types of communities.
The first was well-formed with a proper mediator, the second had no relevance to the
seller, and the third had a mediator with little negotiation expertise. It was concluded
that all members of the first community had positive benefits. However, in the second
community, all members had negative benefits because their alliance did not impact the
seller. In the third coalition, one of the members had a negative benefit due to the choice of
a representative without negotiation expertise. Thus, it was concluded that formation of a
relevant alliance and choosing a negotiation expert as the mediator are key to successful
alliances.

In the presented study, all agents formed a coalition. They chose the mediator of the
first community as the representative mediator, resulting in cost reductions for all. The
most and less powerful members reduced their average costs for electricity by 5% and 64%,
respectively. The levelized cost reduction of the coalition was 19%. Furthermore, choosing
an expert as the mediator and a board voting strategy, the similarity-based unanimity Borda
voting strategy, in all proposals for team decisions guaranteed a competitive negotiation
with the opponent and a rigorous decision-making process among the members.

Future work will consider the impact of increasing competition where a coalition
decides through concurrent negotiations of bilateral contracts with several sellers. Further-
more, the impact that alliances have on sellers in terms of risk management will be studied
with more detail using a risk-return analysis.
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Abbreviations

BP bargaining power
CBP computational bargaining power
CEC citizen energy community
CSV consensus simple voting
EDCM energy-dependent concession making
LPCM low-priority concession making
INK increase in negotiation knowledge
MSV majority simple voting
NC negotiation complexity
QDCM quantity-dependent concession making
RM representative mediator
RM-IDM RM with individual decision making
SBV similarity-based unanimity Borda voting
DSV similarity distinction voting
SRCM starting reasonably and conceding moderately
SRCR starting reasonably and conceding reasonably
SRCS starting reasonably and conceding slowly
SSV similarity simple voting
SW social welfare

http://www.ecodriver.co.uk
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UK United Kingdom
USV unanimous simple voting
Indices
A agenda
C coalition agent
CEC CEC agent
I set of issues
i number of proposals
k issue index
j opponent index
m number of lost members
N number of members
n member index
S set of decisions
t period
T number of periods
Parameters
Π cost
aC, aj, an mediator, opponent, and member agents
b agent type constant
cn customer
fk concession function
mn negotiator
maxp maximum number of proposals
p proposal
P price
PT plan template
q quantity
Sn decision
ŝ least-acceptable agreement
Un utility function
uk issue’s weight
Vk marginal utility function
Vote voting decision
wan agent’s weight
xk issues
Yn concession tactic
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